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were engaged in their midday nap. But in the Athens of Pericles'
time the habit was not much approved.
As the afternoon wore on, exercise was taken as a prelude to
supper. Public gymnasia were available for all; and here even
the middle-aged would strip for various forms of sport, of which
more shall be said in a succeeding chapter. There is an enter-
taining vase-painting in one of our museums which depicts
a man undressing while a bystander points derisively at the
ridiculous proportions of his extremely rotund figure.
Exercise over, a bath followed. A slave would be in attendance
with the indispensable oil-flask (for oil in those days served
the purpose of soap). First he would anoint his master's body
liberally, then scrape away both grease and dirt together with a
metal instrument or strigil. A cold douche from a pitcher would
complete the cleansing process. Warm baths, which came into
fashion towards the end of the fifth century, were denounced by
the more conservative as a demoralizing innovation.
II. MEALS
Dinner, which was the chief meal of the day, began in late
afternoon. In sociable Athens it was usual to ask guests to
share it. Men alone were invited; and no respectable lady ever
took her meals in the company of male visitors. The dining-
room would be arranged with couches; for the Greeks reclined
at length for meals, propping themselves on the pillows so as to
leave the right arm free. First, sandals would be removed, and
the feet, dusty from the walk through the street, would be washed
by slave attendants. Next, garlands for the head would be handed
round; and then the food would be brought in on small stools
or tables, one for each diner. The Greeks, unlike the Romans,
were comparatively light eaters. They had a positive distaste for
butcher's meat; and an army campaigning in a foreign country
where no other diet was procurable felt itself hardly used.
Occasionally, perhaps, at festival-time, when a sheep or pig was

